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EDITOR’S NOTE
Hello everyone, this is Nina, Innosen’s Editor-in-Chief 
and the marketing geek behind all our fun posts on 
Linkedin, newsletters and website. I hope you don’t tire 
from reading our articles and blogs as I write my best to 
provide you with my personal insights and thoughts of 
my journey in the metal packaging industry.  Please stay 
tuned and be informed.

Jeniña Muñoz
Editor-in-chief

Lois Abigail Ilo 
Head Designer

Jeni Rose Lazarte
Editor

THE STAFF
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INNOSEN
IN A NUTSHELL
Our company’s mission is to help the metal packaging 

industry produce the best quality products with the least 

amount of effort, money and resources.

We make this happen by providing them innovative 

sensors that would minimize their production downtime 

and maximize efficiency.

Our history involves working closely with our partners to 

make sure we understand their needs before developing 

solutions for each specific problem. In fact, our sensors are 

products of our close and meaningful partnership with our 

clients. We always introduce our products with THEM and 

for THEM.

Innosen has been there to deliver solutions to production 

issues like the formation of double sheets, skewed sheets and 

missing tabs to name a few. With Innosen, no matter how big 

or small the problem is, it’s always a CAN do.

What better way to help the metal packaging industry become 

more efficient than providing Innovative Sensors for their 

production needs?

Avoid downtime. Choose Innosen.
Your Partner in Quality.
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MAKE SURE YOUR

HOVERPROBE
IS IN ITS 

BEST SHAPE
H E R E  A R E  S O M E  P R O B E  C A R E  S U G G E S T I O N S :

1

2

3

4

  
If Using a Metal Test Table
Ensure the table is electrically earthed. It has been found 
that unearthed metal tables can cause variability in the 
readings.

Parking the Probe
To keep the probe tip in its ideal condition, the Hoverprobe 
should be parked on a clean, hard surface. This keeps the 
probe tip fully compressed and ready for measurements.

After Fitting a New Probe Tip
After fitting a new probe tip, the Hoverprobe should be 
parked on a hard surface for at least 45 minutes before use. 
The reason for this is that when a new probe tip is fitted, 
it will slowly deform from the pressure. This deformation 
changes its measurement capability. 
 
Spare packs of probe tips are available from Innosen. 
 
Innosen highly recommends changing the probe tip every 
4-6 weeks in order to obtain precise measurements.

Clean Air Supply
The Hoverprobe air bearing is susceptible to more rapid 
wear from contaminated air supplies. Fitting a filter/
regulator prior to the Hoverprobe can easily prevent undue 
deterioration. 

The air supply should be a maximum of 5 bar (70 
psi), free from oil and filtered to 5μm. Cleaning and 
regular replacement of the probe tip ensure maximum 
performance. 

ARTICLE
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W H Y  I S  P R O B E  T I P  I N T E G R I T Y  I M P O R T A N T ? 

An essential part of maintaining the world-class 
performance of the Coating Thickness Gauge - whether 
you use it with the Hoverprobe or the Formed Can 
Probe - is regular checking and cleaning of the special 
probe tip and at least monthly renewal of the tip. 
If damage occurs, renewal may need to be brought 
forward. 
 
Why is this? Gauges of this type measure the differences 
in electrical capacitance between a reference sample 
and sheets or cans to be tested. The probe tip forms 
an essential part of the gauge because its surface area 
forms a key part in the calculation of film weight.

Newly fitted probe tips should be left under pressure for 
45 minutes before calibration. 
 
The surface area of the probe tip plays a big part in 
the measurement process as its surface area is a key 
component in the thickness calculation. In use, the 
probe tip is compressed, then expands thus creating 
a larger contact surface area. Tests have shown that 
this expansion stops in 30-40 minutes after which 
calibrations and readings will be very consistent. 
Clearly, taking readings or calibrations while the tip is 
compressing will result in variable results. 
 
The Hoverprobe and Formed Can Probe apply a 
constant force on the probe tips resulting in consistent 
probe tip surface area. It is important that the 
Hoverprobe is parked on a hard flat surface when not in 
use as this ensures the tip remains compressed.

Replace probe tips monthly with 
IS9516 Probe Tips

P R O B E  T I P  S E T T L I N G  T I M E  -  I M P O R T A N T  F O R  N E W  T I P S 

A damaged and deformed 
 probe tip
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

FORGOT TO REFILL  
THE DAY TANK WITH 

LACQUER?
This will first lead to missing lacquer on 

the edges of the sheets and you would not 

know if the missing lacquer will manifest 

on the left or right side. 

DAY TANK

AREAS WITH MISSING  
CLEAR LACQUER ON 
SHEETS ARE EVEN  
HARDER TO SPOT!?

detects sheets that are not fully lacquered to 

prevent serious problems, such as corrosion 

and blunting of press tooling in a DRD press. 

It works on all lacquers including  

clear/transparent coating.

The IS651 Missing Lacquer Detector 
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ARTICLE

A  T I N Y  T O O L  W I T H

STELLAR
PERFORMANCE

Uncured ink or print could lead to not just one, but a few 
problems in the production. Some of which are corrosion 
and ruined print labels, leading to higher production cost 
due to unplanned downtime and customer complaints.  
While many loggers have presented solutions to these 
problems, most of them were not offering maximum  
benefits to canmakers.   

The IS310 UV logger’s compact, credit-card sized design 
allows it to fit through even the smallest oven entry 
clearances making the reading more accurate as they are 
taken closer to the substrate. It can also be easily attached 
to metal sheets even when the curing process is ongoing 
because it is magnetic.

Another unique feature of this tool is that the performance 
of up to 9 individual lamps can be monitored with just 
ONE pass. Unlike other UV loggers, the IS310 is capable of 
providing readings for each individual lamp. By providing 
readings for the individual lamp, proper maintenance and 
timely adjustments of energy/reflectors is achieved. 

The IS310 UV Logger is one of the most innovative loggers 
in the market as it is flexible enough to meet the demands 
of different suppliers. It is a tool that does not boast of its 
size but its stellar performance. It may be the smallest but 
remarkably, THE BEST -- that’s Innosen’s IS310 UV Logger.  

IS310 UV Logger
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
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PRODUCE  

 EXTRA SHEETS WITH 
HIGHER  LINE SPEED

800,000

Increase your line speed by 3%, thanks 
to the IS416 Sheet Skew Measurement 
System!

The statistical data that the IS416 Sheet 
Skew Measurement provides allows users 
to increase their line speed by 3%. 

HOW?

1. Start the line running at nominal speed 
and after a while, make a note of the skew 
average and standard deviation.  

2. When running the same specification 
the next time, simply reset the counters on 
the IS416 controller and increase the line 
speed by, for example, 3%.  

3. After the run, take note of the average 
and standard deviation. If nothing has 
changed, it means that there is no sheet 
control problem yet. 

4. The line speed can then be increased 
again by 3%. 

5. Continue with this process until an issue 
comes up. When this happens, the speed 
should be taken down a little.

Less loss of good sheets by early detection of faulty 
sheets

$5000

Less loss of good sheets by early detection of calamities $1000

Extra production by faster changeover $6000
Extra production by faster line speed $97200
Total extra profit on lacquering line $109200

Using this method, most manufacturers found they could increase speed by 
about 7%. On a yearly basis, that is a lot of extra sheets! It is also important 
to realize that there is no risk during the trial as the IS416 detects all skewed 
sheets, even at higher speeds! 

EXTRA PROFIT ON LACQUERING LINE WHEN USING THE IS416:

PRODUCE 810,000 MORE SHEETS PER YEAR THANKS TO HIGHER LINE 
SPEED!

Achieve this now! Contact us at info@innosen.com 

Complete your sheet protection system. Check out:
Sheet Translation Measurement System IS430 MK II - to detect translated 
sheets or sheets that moved sideways to avoid leading cause of downtime.

Sheet Registration Measurement System IS450 - to count the timing of 
sheets’ registration to avoid leading cause of downtime.

Sheet Positioning Measurement Switchbox IS228A - a switchbox for the 
Sheet Translation Measurement System, that allows the users to connect two 
different IS430 MK II heads to the same electronics unit. 

ARTICLE
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
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